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nnyonghaseyo!
The Workshop was for our guests that already
graduated 1Day Workshop and were inspired by
the Divine Principle, wanting to change something in
their lives. Our purpose was to study with them again
about the Principle of Creation, Human Fall and
Restoration, making them to put more questions about
life and finding ways how to live it so they can come
closer to God’s ideal. The new lectures for them were
the lectures about The Purpose of Messiah,
Eschatology, Parallels of History and Second Advent.
We wanted them to understand the preciousness of
the time that we are living in, the heart of God and His
hope for us and to introduce to them our True Parents.
We had 3 new guests that attended the first day, but
unfortunately 2 of them couldn’t stay also for the
second day. So we have 1 person who successfully
finished our 2 Days Workshop and she was really
happy and grateful. She wants to study more the
Divine Principle and about True Parents and have more
experiences through our activities. She already decided
to change some bad habits from her life and this is
bringing us so much joy.
Also in these 2 days some of our guests that already
graduated 2 Days Workshop came as staff, to practice
true love by helping us cooking, cleaning and singing.
Together we could create beautiful family atmosphere.
Here are parts of their reflections:
Dumitru Denisa(22): “Romania CARP and Rev Moon
truly brings the hope in the life that I had. The most

important thing for me is that I realized that you can be
happy and feel eternal peace by giving…That is what
makes us beautiful internally and externally. I can really
study myself and grow so I can become an example for
the people. We can do it!”
Laura (16)-came as staff: “I’m writing this reflection for
the second time and I cannot have but the same
words. What I learned new is from the discussion
about subject and object partners. It is quite revelator
for me because is breaking down everything I was
thought before, to use the people so I can get well. I
like to help my brothers and sisters, bringing them
more internal joy, more than anything else. But I will
feel truly a winner when I will feel that I gave love to
somebody and that this somebody gave love to other
people.
The time spent here is amazing because I’m
surrounded by wonderful people passionate by what
they do, loving and happy. And the opportunity that I
had to cook was an amazing experience. I feel a
different person, a person that I always wanted to be.”
George (20) –came as staff: “I was delighted to listen
again the Divine Principle. This Workshop is always a
good reflection about life, about everything it was and
what it has to be followed so we can have a good
relationship, centered on love with all the brothers and
sisters. Is the best lesson for life that is changing your
perspective about the world.
I’m happy that I could cook and that we could bake
cookies together.”

